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Abstract. Chemical and kinematical information is needed in order to understand and trace the
formation history of our Galaxy. In the homogeneous large sample of F and G stars in the survey
by Nordström et al. (2004), groups of stars with orbital parameters different from field stars were
found by Helmi et al. (2006). Simulations of disrupted satellites showed that the groups had
similar properties as infalling dwarf satellites would have after several Gyr. From high resolution
spectra, we analyse elemental abundances of stars in 3 such groups with conserved kinematic
properties. Here we present first results of s- and r- process element abundances in two such
groups and compare with average field stars.
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1. Results and Conclusions
Using high-resolution spectra, we measured elemental abundances of neutron-capture

elements in stars attributed to two newly identified kinematic groups of the Geneva-
Copenhagen survey (GCS), which were suspected to be remnants of disrupted satellite
galaxies. Our study of 32 stars in Group 2 and 20 stars in Group 3 shows the following:

I. The chemical composition of the stars within each group is homogeneous.
II. The abundances of chemical elements produced predominantly by the r-process are

overabundant in comparison with Galactic thin-disk dwarfs of the same metallicity. The
most prominent overabundances are seen for europium, samarium, and praseodymium.

III. The abundances of chemical elements produced mainly by the s-process are similar
to those in the Galactic thin-disk dwarfs of the same metallicity.

IV. The chemical composition of stars is similar to thick-disk stars, which might suggest
that their formation histories are linked.

The identification of such kinematic groups and the exploration of their chemical com-
position will be a key in understanding the formation and evolution of the Galaxy. One
more kinematic group of the GCS survey will be analysed in a forthcoming paper.
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